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Vol. XII, No. 2            “Ever But In Times Of Need At Hand”             July 2004 

 
 
Greetings from the Trayn’d Bandes of London, a federation of living 

history groups for the period 1585-1645, distinguished by their pursuit of both 
civilian and military activities, cultivation of first-person interpretation, and 
fanatical devotion to historically accurate mayhem. 

The constituent groups are Gardener’s Companie (centered in 
Virginia-Maryland), the Tabard Inn Society (centered in Ontario), and the 
Westminster Trayn’d Bandes (centered in Texas). 
 The FDBQ at present time is published bi-annually by Gardiner’s 
Companie. 

 
 

CALENDAR 
 
August 6-22, 2004 – Pennsic; POC Sandy Toscano; 410-515-9230; 
jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net 
 
October 16, 2004 – St. Mary’s Grand Militia Muster; POC Jeff Morgan; 434-
984-037; ljmorgan@adelphia.net 
 
November 25 – 27, 2004 –Foods and Feast; Jamestown, VA; POC Greg 
Glewwe; 301-698-1269; glewweg@adelphia.net 
 
January 2004 – Yule; Site and POC needed 
   
March 2004 - Military Through the Ages, Jamestown, VA.  POC Jeff Morgan; 
434-984-037; ljmorgan@adelphia.net 
   
April 2004 - Mousehole, Arvonia, VA; POC needed. 
   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Event Type Descriptions:  
 
Major Events: These are the most important ones in the calendar and  
everyone is strongly encouraged to try to make it to as many of these as 
they reasonably can. They tend to be at our highest level of authenticity 
with a goodly amount of persona play.  
 
Minor Events: These are smaller events which people are encouraged to attend 
if they wish. They still tend to be at a high level of authenticity, but there may not be quite 
as much persona play.  
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SCA Events: These are standard SCA events that some of our members will attend. Our 
authenticity will often not be at a different level, but it does not 
set the standard for others around us. There tends to be very little persona play, except 
at Pennsic. 
 
Other Events: These are events that tend to be outside our normal timeframe, 
have good shopping opportunities, or don't really fit into any other category but may be of 
interest to the group.  
 
Workshop Events: These are events that are intended to accomplish a goal, 
always done in modern attire. These are intended for members first, and 
others if room/time permits. 

 
 

How to dry Rose leaves, or any other 
single flower without wrinkling 

By Mistress Pickering 
 
 If you would perform the same well in rose leaves you must in rose 
time make choice of such roses as are neither in the bud, nor full blown ( for 
these have the smoothest leaves of all other) which you must especially cull 
and choose from the rest.  Then take right Callis sand, wash it in some change 
of waters, and dry it thoroughly well, either in an oven , or in the sun; and 
having shallow square or long boxes of 4, 5, or 6 inches deep, make first an 
even layer of sand in the bottom, upon the which lay your rose leaves one by 
one (so as none of them touch other) till you have covered all the sand, then 
strew sand upon those leaves till you have thinly covered them all, & then make 
another layer of leaves as before, and so lay upon lay, etc…  Set this box in 
some warm place in a hot sunny day, (and commonly in two hot sunny days 
they will be through dry) then take them out carefully with your hand without 
breaking.  Keep theses leaves in Jar glasses bound about with paper near a 
chimney, or stove, for fear of relenting.  I find the red rose leaf best to be kept in 
this manner; also take away the stalks of pansies, stock gillyflowers, or other 
single flowers, prick them one by one in sand, pressing down their leaves 
smooth with more sand laid evenly upon them.  And thus you may have rose 
leaves, and other flowers to lay about your basons, windows, etc… all the 
winter long.   
 
Taken from Delightes for Ladies To adorne their Persons Tables Closets and 
Distillatories; By Sir Hugh Plat, 1609 
 
To keep the teeth both whie and sound, take a quart of honey, as much 
vinegar, and half so much white wine.  Boil them together and wash you teeth 
therewith now and then. 
 

Excerpt from A Tudor Medicine Chest by Brian Moses 
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Sources: The History of Knitting, by John Rutt. 
 
 Web site of Genevieve d'Aquitaine, better known in the companie as 
Mistress Gravesend; http://polaris.umuc.edu/~jthies/sca/knitmonmouthcap.html 

Source, below:  

Display boards, Nelson Museum & Local History Centre.  

Casglu’r Tlysau; Gathering the Jewels, The Website for Welsh cultural History; 
http://www.gtj.org.uk/item.php?lang=en&id=7998&t=1 
 
Monmouth Cap, 16th Century  

There were cap makers in 
Monmouth in 1449, but the 
knitted-cap industry in the town 
flourished under the Tudors. The 
earliest surviving example of the 
use of the term 'Monmouth Cap' 
is in a letter dated 1576. By this 
time the Monmouth industry was 
at its height, but other towns had 
taken up the manufacture, 
encouraged by legislation 
protecting the knitted woolen cap 
industry throughout the sixteenth 
century. Monmouth caps were 
essential equipment for 
seventeenth century soldiers and 
sailors, although they were no 
longer made in Monmouth.  

Monmouth caps were so familiar and widely used that they were taken for 
granted. Everyone knew what was meant by a 'Monmouth cap', so there was 
no need to describe it in writing. We can be sure, from the few references we 
have, that they were knitted, brown in colour, round in shape, with a 'button' on 
top.  

The hat shown here is believed to be an original Monmouth cap, the only 
surviving example, dating from the sixteenth century.  
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stitch is made up of the following pattern of one row knit, the next row purl; 
followed by a row of knit and a row of purl until finished. 
 
I did not increase or decrease at the end of each needle on the third round 
inside and outside the hem as Rutt noted, but knitted 16 rows for the brim, 
followed by ten rows of knit stitches. I marked each set with a safety pin to help 
keep count. On the tenth row, I did decrease at the end of each needle. I then 
knitted ten more stitches. At the tenth row of the second set of ten stitches, I 
decreased a stitch in the middle of the needle. I continued ten more stitches 
and on the tenth row of this third set of stitches, I decreased at the end of each 
needle. For the remaining stitches I knitted one row and decreased after every 
third stitch; then one row decreasing after every second stitch; continuing this 
pattern until eight stitches remained.  
 
When I got to the remaining eight stitches, I knitted four more rounds to create 
the button. Which then I drew together to finish. With a tapestry needle, I sewed 
a running stitch four rounds down from the top and gathered the loops tight, 
made a knot, and using a crochet hook drew the yarn into the inside of the hat 
– making the button. When folded up in half, fasten the loop over the button, 
the hat becomes a purse of sorts for containing stuff. I speculate that clothing 

buttons were not used. Buttons, that 
we know of in the late 16th century, 
are commonly no larger than ¾ of 
an inch. In the case of military use, 
if worn under a helmet, a garment 
button would be impractical. 
Nathaniel (Sharpe) wears his 
Monmouth to pad his helmet and 
the knitted button does not cause 
discomfort. 
 
 
The brim is hemmed with yarn and 
is approximately eight stitches 
deep. To finish the edge, crochet a 
chain stitch at the fold and add the 
fourteen stitches to create the loop. 

 
 
I did not felt the cap. I conclude that felting was something that occurred from 
wearing and age. I do not believe a hat would have been knitted then washed 
to be given a felted appearance. Over a period of time, a hat would naturally 
become felted through wear and washing. Modern felting is done to create a 
felted fabric to be shaped or formed.  It is said that a sheep, if not shorn, would 
eventually become felted. 
 
Discussion, comments and suggestions are welcome from knitting folks. 
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Notes on 1582-85 
Compiled By Master Robert Bedingfield 

 
 
1582-83 - a great plague in London -- plague order printed by the Privy Council. 
 
William of Orange accepts sovereignty of the northern Netherlands. 
 
Archbishop of Canterbury Edmund Grindel dies, succeeded by John Whitgift. 
 
There is plague in Leicester. 
 
First known life insurance policy on William Gibbons. 
 
January 13 - a wooden scaffolding collapses at the bearbaiting arena in Paris 
Garden.  Several are killed and many injured. 
 
March 10 - the first Queen's company of players formed.  Walsingham 
convinced the Master of the Revels Tilney to create it. 
 
May 1 - Stubbes' "Anatomy of Abuses" published. 
 
Oct. - word reaches London the Sir Humphrey Gilbert had taken possession of 
Newfoundland on August 5, but was lost at sea on Sept 9. 
 
Oct. - Francis Throckmorton arrested 
 
Dec. - Ct of High Commission 
 - The High Commission is just what it sounds like. It is a commission 
that also sits as a court monitoring and controlling all church activities. Big 
Father is watching you. It's a court of Ecclesiastics and laymen. In the first part 
of the reign, the laymen slightly outnumbered the clergy. From 1580 on, the 
balance went slightly the other way. For our purposes, it is nine members -- the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of York, the Bishop of London, and the 
Bishop of Winchester and the following laymen: Sir Francis Walsingham, Sir 
Ralph Sadler, Sir Francis Knollys, Dr. Thomas Wilson, Sir Francis Bacon. 
 
Dec. 20 - John Somerville is executed for a plot to assassinate Elizabeth. 
 
1584      (There has not yet been war in the Netherlands.) 
 
The new year starts March 25th. 
 
The land that now encompasses northeastern North America is known as 
Norumbega. 
 
The North Sea is known as the German Ocean. 
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The English Channel is called the Narrow Seas, the British Sea, or la Manche 
(France). 
 
Gregory XIII is Pope. 
 
Most of Europe is now on the Gregorian Calendar, England still uses the Julian 
(10 day difference). 
 
Spanish Ambassador Mendoza exiled from England for complicity in the 
Throckmorton Plot. 
 
Leicester raised to Lord Steward 
 
The white potato is known in Europe (England?). 
 
Astrologer Cyprian Leowitz predicts Doomsday sometime in '84. 
 
Reginald Scot publishes "The Discoverie of Witchcraft", which attacks 
superstition. 
 
Pencils of graphite in England. 
 
Sir Walter Mildmay founds Emmanuel College at Cambridge. 
 
The Queen's Men company plays in Stratford-on-Avon. 
  -- one theory suggests that Shakespeare leaves with them 
 
Fall - the Queen's Men try and re-enter London, but are denied by the Mayor. It 
seems he had been tricked the season before, for all the playhouses had been 
filled with men calling themselves the queen's players. 
 
1585 
 
Jan. - Francis, Duke Alencon and Anjou, suitor of Elizabeth ("It is I: D'Anjou!") 
attempts to seize Antwerp. 
 
Feb. - first leap year in Europe. 
 
April19 - Easter Sunday; April 23 - St. George Day 
 
June 9 - Francis, Duke Alencon dies. 
 
May 21 - Throckmorton tried, found guilty. 
 
July 10 - William I Prince of Orange assassinated; Throckmorton executed at 
Tyburn. 
 
Aug. - Raleigh returns from Norumbega, announces the discovery in April of 
Virginia. 
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Monmouth Cap 
By Katherine Sharpe 

 
 
The Virginia Company of London provided a list of suggested items a man 
should bring for the voyage to the New World and it included one Monmouth 
Cap valued at 1.s. 10.d. 
 
So, we know they had them at Jamestown and obviously at Plymoth, Mass. In 
A History of Knitting, John Rutt recorded one found in Wales dating from the 
sixteenth century. Most of us have been in the Companie long enough to be 
familiar with Monmouth caps. As it turns out, it is a type of hat that is fairly easy 
for an inexperienced knitter to produce. I know this because I did one.  
 
 
Here’s Rutt’s description… 
 
“It was knitted in the round on four needles, entirely in stockinet, felted and 
shorn. The dark wool is coarse, thick 2 ply, knitted at a tension of 1 stitch to a 
centimeter (3/4 in.). The knitted structure is obscured by the felting, but the 
work seems to have begun with 59 stitches. First a hem or brim of double fabric 
was shaped by increase or decrease at the end of each needle on the third 
round inside and outside the hem. The hem was eight rounds deep. Above the 
hem the cap was shaped by decreasing three times in every tenth round, at the 
end of each needle in the tenth and thirtieth round, the middle of each needle in 
the twentieth round. After the thirtieth row the remaining fifty stitches were 
decreased after every third and second stitch in alternate rounds until eight 
stitches remained. These were drawn together and topped with a button. A loop 
of fourteen stitches was added at the back. The resulting cap is a closefitting 
deep skull cap, hard-wearing and warm, about 20 cm (8”) deep and 55 cm (22 
in.) in circumference.” 
 
The following is the pattern that I followed: 
 
The wool I used in my first attempt was a 2 ply, Lion Brand wool/poly blend 
yarn; Thick & Quick brand. My second attempt at a cap (photo, below) was 
done with a single ply, 100% wool; Burly Spun from Brown Sheep Co., Inc. out 
of Mitchell, Nebraska. This brand is available at a small shop in Frederick, MD. 
For a future hat, I have purchased some 100% wool from Bartlett Yarns of 
Harmony, Maine; they are vendors at the Maryland Sheep and Wool Festival 
(first weekend in May). They sell a single ply, 4 oz. bulky yarn of 100% wool, in 
natural colors. To be certain of size, I recommend knitting a few stitches and 
see if the measure is a knitted tension of 1 stitch to a centimeter (3/4 in.) and 
adjust size accordingly. 
 
A set of five, no. 10 (American) needles are recommended. This size is good 
for beginners and easy to knit in the round with. Due to my inexperience in 
knitting, I used a garter stitch which is the most basic knit stitch. A stockinet 
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By Easter ( early April ) the ships were mustering at Dover, however the 
Spanish invaded France and the force was re-planned to help support the 
French. On 14th April Essex & 3 regiments marched from London on the Dover 
road, however the previous day Calais fell, the citadel remained but was 
stormed on the 14th and all the French were put to the sword. The news 
arrived at Dover at the same time as the troops led by Essex. 

Calais was abandoned and Cadiz re-instated as the target. Throughout May 
training proceeded in Plymouth. The fleet left on 1st June 1596. 

Ranks 

Within the Elizabethan military structure the ranking was usually as follows :- 
Colonel General; Lieutenant General ( or Lieutenant Colonel ); Sergeant Major 
General; Colonel; Captaine; Lieutenant; Sergeant Major; Ensigne; Sergeant; 
Corporal, though in some cases earlier titles such as Ancient and Wiffler were 
still in use. 

Care must be taken in examining ranks as 'Corporal of The Field' and 'Coporal 
of The Camp' were actually titles for acting Lieutenants. 

By the late Elizabethan Era, halberds were carried by Sergeants ( also by a 
contingent of the company designated as colour guard ). 
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August 24: St. Bartholomew’s Day 
Compiled By Katherine Sharpe 

In London there is a very big and very old street fair that plays for four days: 
one of the last fairs of the summer before the harvest begins – Bartholomew 
Fair.  

 “BARTHOLOMEW FAIR, a fair held in West Smithfield, London, on ‘St 
Bartholomew’s Day (24th of August, O.S.) from 1133 to 1855. The charter 
authorizing its holding was granted by Henry I. to his former minstrel, Rahere, 
who had taken orders and had founded the priory of St Bartholomew close by. 
For many centuries the fair lasted a fortnight, but in 1691 it was shortened to 
four days only. In 1641 it had become so large that it involved no less than four 
parishes: Christ Church, Great and Little St Bartholomew’s and St Sepulchre’s. 
It was customary for the lord mayor of London to open the fair formally on St 
Bartholomew’s Eve, and on his way to stop at Newgate where he received from 
the governor a cup of sack. In 1753, owing to the change in the calendar, the 
fair was proclaimed on the 3rd of September. During its earlier history the fair 
grew to be a vast national market and the chief cloth sale in the kingdom. Down 
to 1854 it was usual for the representative of the Merchant Taylors’ Gild to 
proceed to the cloth fair which formed part of Bartholomew fair, and test the 
measures used for selling cloth there by the company’s silver yard. The fair 
was finally closed in 1855.”  

From the 1911 Encyclopedia 

***** 

(The following is an excerpt from a site which gave the history and bus route for 
historical areas) 
 
East Passage EC1  
UG: Barbican; Bus: 4 56  
At Barbican Station, cross to the south side of Long Lane and turn into Cloth 
Street opposite the station. East Passage is almost immediately on the right.  

A Passage leading out of Cloth Street on the east side of the ancient priory of 
St Bartholomew founded in 1123 by Rahere, a court jester to Henry I. It is a 
fairly narrow way, covered throughout its length with brick buildings lining both 
sides.  

In this Passage is Ye Old Red Cow, one of the earliest ancient taverns of 
Smithfield. It is a place of compact proportions and space within its walls is, to 
say the least, severely restricted and consequently the luxury of seating around 
its central servery is very sparse. A painting in the Guildhall depicts the tavern 
as it appeared in 1854.  
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In neighboring Middle Street is another old tavern, the Hand and Shears, 
popularly known to the locals as the Fist and Clippers. It dates back over 400 
years and takes its name from the cloth merchants and tailors of Bartholomew 
Fair who first began setting up their stalls around here in the mid-12th century. 
During the 16th century, on the 24th August - St Bartholomew's day - it was 
customary for the Lord Mayor to emerge from the Hand and Shears, after 
sufficiently lubricating his vocal chords, and proclaim the opening of the fair in a 
very loud voice. However, this procedure was only the ceremonial show put on 
for the benefit of the gathered crowds of the morning; the actual opening was 
performed by a group of tailors who spent the evening supping ale. As the 
clock struck midnight they issued forth into the street waiving shears above 
their heads proclaiming 'the proceeding shall begin'. In an upstairs room of the 
Hand and Shears was held the Court of Pieds Poudres - Dusty Feet, set up to 
try the cases against traders accused of selling short measure and other 
unethical practices.  

***** 

Roast pig at Bartholomew Fair was thought to bring a family to newlywed 
couples. St. Bartholomew's was the first day when apprentices went back to 
using candles in the daytime to see their work, as the brightest sun of summer 
is past. 

***** 

Through the words of his play, Bartholomew Fair, Ben Jonson has passed on a 
detailed account of the happenings at the Smithfield fair; the trading, 
amusements, feasting on roast pig, drinking, brawling, and thieving. In 
somewhat fewer words than Mr Jonson, George Alexander Stevens sends this 
abstract (date not given, but the reference to “Punch” should date it in the later 
1600s to early 1700s):  

'Here was, first of all, crowds against other crowds driving,  
Like winds and tide meeting, each contrary striving;  
Shrill fiddling, sharp fighting, and shouting and shrieking  
Fifes, trumpets, drums, bagpipes, and barrow-girls squeaking,  
"Come my rare round and sound, here's choice of fine ware,"  
Though all was not sound sold at Bartholomew Fair.  
There was drolls, hornpipe-dancing, and showing of postures,  
With frying black-puddings, and opening of oysters;  
With salt-boxes, solo's, and gallery folks squalling;  
The tap-house guests roaring, and mouth-pieces bawling;  
Pimps, pawnbrokers, strollers, fat landladies, sailors,  
Bawds, baillies, jilts, jockeys, thieves, tumblers, and taylors;  
Here's Punch's whole play of the Gunpowder Plot,  
Wild beast all alive, and pease-pudding all hot,  
Fine sausages fried, and the black on the wire;  
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The troops fighting abroad did recieve issues of clothing, typically twice a year. 
The Summer issue for troops in the Low Countries was :- Canvas doublet lined 
with white linen, a pair a venetians ( breeches ) of Kentish broadcloth ( wool ) 
linen lined, two shirts of holland cloth, two pairs of shoes, two pairs of kersey 
stockings and a hat. The Winter issue :- a cassaque, a doublet, a pair of 
ventians, a hat, two shirts, three pairs of stockings and three pairs of shoes. 

Weapons 

Prior to the Armada there is little evidence to indicate that Muskets were a 
primary weapon. Certainly in 1575 the English army was using a combination 
of Bows & Calivers, the woodcuts show no obvious existence of muskets. The 
typical company structure was between 30% and 60% range troops, a typical 
makeup might be 15% bows; 20% calivers 20% muskets, 10% bills; 5% 
halberds and 30% pike. 

The Trayned Bandes were not using the musket as a standard weapon until the 
1590s. The caliver was the standard firearm for much of Elizabeth's reign and 
the English typically used the swept butt till the 1590s.  

The caliver was the standard firearm for much of Elizabeth's reign and the 
English typically used the swept butt till the 1590s. It had a smaller bore than 
the musket and therefore had less accuracy and penetrating power. It was 
slowly superceded by the musket but as the musket required a rest to be able 
to shoot accurately the rate of fire was reduced from up to 3 a minute with the 
caliver to not much more than 1 a minute with the musket.  

The bow was still much in use in the Trayned Bandes until the turn of the 
century ( despite orders to cease its use in 1593 ), in fact some counties still 
had a significant amount of bowmen in the 1620s. A strong archer could shoot 
an arrow 300 yards or more, but the usual effective range was about 100 yards 
( similar to firearms ). A competant archer was supposed to be able to put more 
than 6 arrows a minute into a 3 foot across target at 100 yards. Thomas Wyatt ( 
1547 ) stated the equipment of an archer being a leather ( padded ) or mail 
jerkin; a helmet; vambraces; a good sword; a short dagger; a bow; a sheaf of 
arrows & 3 bow strings in a waterproof case, any failing to produce such ( and 
having the means to purchase ) should be 'greveously punyshed'. 

Cadiz - 1596 

The warrants for mustering of troops were dispatched in the last weeks of 
March 1596. There were to be 6 colonels regiments of 750 and 2 generals 
regiments of 1,000 ( 6,500 men altogether ). 2,000 English troops were 
withdrawn from the Low Countries for the duration as a part of the force and 
they were intermingled with untrained men. It was rumoured ( at least in high 
circles ) that the force was leveied to either support Drake in the West Indies or 
to invade Brittainy to blockade the transport of Spanish troops to Ireland. 
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Recruitment 

In Northamptonshire, the typical Trained Bands member was a Yeoman ( by no 
means typical of the Country ), they volunteered as the pay was good and they 
were ( inexempt from conscription for abroad. 

When conscripted troops were required, it would come as a warrant from the 
Lord Leiutenant of the county, the local sheriff or justice would provide a 
selection of 'volunteers' from which an appointed captaine, sergeant or corporal 
would choose the required amount as specified on the warrant. Obviously the 
justice would 'encourage' undesirables and wastrels to be chosen. 

In companies or bands ( approximately 100 men ) levied for service abroad an 
allowance was given for 4 gentlemen volunteers. 

Tactics 

Very little is documented of the tactics of the Elizabethan army. A few wood-
cuts survive and these are very contradictory. Therefore most of the following 
information is speculation and awaits more evidence. 

Earlier in the period ( 1540-1560's ), the wood-cuts indicate that the English 
tactics were very basic. Comprising of a softening-up by range weapons ( Bow; 
Arquebus & Caliver ), followed by a disorganised charge. The archers would 
then attempt to stand-off and shoot at close range into the flanks of the enemy, 
while the rest armed with pike; bill; halberd; sword & buckler would use brute 
force to shatter the enemy. While this tactic is very effective when well-trained 
troops fight clan style armies like the Irish ( & Scots ? ), it is a receipe for 
disaster against more organised troops such as the Spanish. It is noticable that 
later wood-cuts ( 1588/9 ) show English soldiers in formations akin to those 
expected in the 1640s. Robert Barret ( 1598 ) shows a column of march as 
being arquebus ( & calivers ? ); bows;muskets pikes;bills and then reversed for 
the secondary divisions. This indicates the adaptation of the Spanish tactics, 
being more formalised in company structures. It is also bourne out by the 
account of the Raid on Cadiz ( 1596 ) in which the regiments were clearly on a 
mixed-arm company structure, and when necessary fought in a disciplined Line 
of Battle. 

Uniforms 

The Trayned Bandes varied in each county as to if they had a uniform or not, 
certainly some counties did. Northamptonshire equipped its Trayned Bandes 
with Green coats ( for archers/firearms ) or Blue coats ( for pole armed men ). It 
is not indicated how these coats were issued. 
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The whole court of France, and nice pig at the fire;  
Here's the up-and-downs, who'll take a seat in the chair?  
Tho' there's more up-and-downs than at Bartelmew Fair.  
Here's Whittington's cat, and the tall dromedary,  
The chaise without horses, and Queen of Hungary;  
Here's the merry-go-rounds, "Come, who rides; come, who rides, Sir?"  
Wine, beer, ale, and cakes, fire-eating besides, sir,  
The fam'd learned dog, that can tell all his letters;  
And some men, as scholars, are not much his betters.'  
 
 

***** 

One of the biggest fairs was held every August in Smithfield, near London: 
Bartholomew Fair. All London was there, as a contemporary ballad and a fine 
comedy by Ben Jonson show: the Dramatis Personae for the play includes a 
hobby-horse seller, a gingerbread-woman, a cutpurse, a ballad- singer (who 
works with the cutpurse), a pig-woman (selling pig roasted on the spot) -- and 
the kind of people who were called "roarers."* 

***** 

Traveling puppeteers in Elizabethan England performed in wealthy households 
as recorded in 1561 when the Duchess of Suffolk recorded paying 'two men 
who played upon the puppets'. Troupes of Italian puppeteers traveled around 
Britain in the 17th century, playing at fairs and markets, probably using 
marionettes as these were very much of the Italian culture. The earliest 
recorded puppet plays in London took place in about 1600 at Bartholomew 
Fair, Smithfield, Holborn Bridge, Fleet Bridge and Bankside, but puppeteers 
made their living by performing all over the country. Shakespeare referred to 
puppets in one of his plays. Bible stories such as Jonah and the Whale are still 
featured in puppet shows and records show that one in Coventry in 1599 
featured the Devil. Puppeteers also performed versions of popular stage plays, 
historical stories and contemporary events such as The Gunpowder Plot. Glove 
puppets were probably the most common type of puppet in Elizabethan 
England. 

***** 

Bartholomew Fair officially ceased in 1855 but the Meat Market, built on the site 
of a cattle market established at Bartholomew Fair when general traders were 
authorized to sell their wares, is still operating. Built in 1867, it occupies a site 
covering over ten acres, constituting the largest meat market in the world.  
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A Bartholemew Fair ballad 

Room for company, here comes good fellows, 
Room for company in Bartholomew Fair.  
Cobblers and broom-men, jailers and loom-men, 
Botchers [tailors who did repairs] and tailors, shipwrights and sailors, 
Paviers, bricklayers, potters and brickmakers, 
Pinners [pin-makers] and pewterers, plummers and fruiterers 
Room for company, well may they fare.  
 
Pointers [lace-makers] and hosiers, sailmen and clothiers, 
Horse-coursers [horse-dealers], carriers, blacksmiths and farriers, 
Colliers [coal miners] and carvers, barbers and weavers, 
Sergeants and yeomen, farmers and ploughmen, 
Room for company, well may they fare.  
 
Bellfounders, fellmongers [dealers in hides], 
Pumpmakers, glassmakers, chamberlains and matmakers, 
Collarmakers, needlemakers, buttonmakers, fiddlemakers, 
Fletchers [arrow makers] and bowyers, drawers and sawyers, 
Room for company, well may they fare.  
 
Cutpurses and cheaters, and bawdy-house door-keepers, 
Punks, ay, and panders, and cashier'd commanders, 
Room for company, ill may they fare.  
Room for company, here comes good fellows, 
Room for company, well may they fare.  
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The Elizabethan Trayned Bandes 

Written by Mark Goodman 

Permission granted for reproduction for non-for profit use. 

Copyright © 1999 The Tudor Group 

The Trayned Bandes had 3 general components; The trained bands; The 
untrained men and The pioneers. All men between 16 and 60 were elligible. 

The Trained bands were the chosen volunteers from the local community who 
would spend up to 2 days a month and possibly a week every quarter in 
training. More typically, as the local parish was paying, they would restrict their 
formal training to a few days a year. A trained man would be paid 1 shilling a 
day for the time spent away from his normal work. In the earlier part of the reign 
he would be issued his arms & armour only when he was to train, but very soon 
it was realised to be more cost effective if he was permanentely issued with his 
equipment. Up to 10% of the eligible population in any county were trained 
men. 

The Untrained Men were the bulk of the resident population. They did no 
training and were raised only in times of crisis. They would be trained by the 
Trained Bands and used to fill out the ranks of the county regiment. In the 
Armada crisis the Northampton Regiment was trained for two weeks at 
Towcester before marching to London. The trained men would only be paind 
when the levy was raised and the county would pay for them until they left the 
county boundary, after that the state paid. Typically they were paid 8d/day. 

The Pioneers were the lower social orders, wastrels, vagrants, criminals and 
vagabonds, they were used as 'cannon fodder', typically with no training and 
few weapons. If a conscription was required to go to Ireland it would be the 
Pioneers that filled the ranks. 

The national muster of 1575 showed 183,000 able men in 37 counties, 12,000 
were trained, 63,000 untrained, 3,000 cavalry, that left 105,000 untrained 
(probably not all pioneers in terms of social class !). 

Regiments varied in the number of companies and the size of companies. 1585 
in the Low Countries the English regiment was 4,091 men in 27 companies !. 
By 1588 the concept of 1,000 man regiments was known but not 
recommended. 

 


